Response to 2nd Reviewer’s comments

We would like to thank the reviewer for the constructive comments on our manuscript. We will revise the manuscript accordingly to address all the comments. Detailed responses to the reviewer’s comments and revisions planned are listed below.

Overall Comment:

Current land surface models lack of addressing topographic information in their subgrid structures. In this study, the authors give two types of subgrid structures (geo-located and non-geo-located) over the topographically diverse Columbia River basin in the Northwest United States using two topography-based methods (Local and Global) for watershed discretization, and the research topic is interesting and valuable. Generally, the methods are sound and have potential being used in land surface modeling. Therefore, the manuscript can be accepted be published in the Journal Geosci. Model Dev. before some concerns given below have been addressed.

Response:

We thank the reviewer for the constructive comments. The manuscript will be revised accordingly to address all the comments.

General comments:

1. The first concern is about the evaluation method. When comparing the Local and Global methods, as well as the geo-located and non-geo-located structures, the authors tended to choose the options that are less sensitive to the values of area threshold because it can provide more robust subgrid structures for representing subgrid topographic heterogeneity. The sensitivity may be a key criterion to evaluate the subgrid structures. In reality, before simulation, we will set a certain area threshold based on the computational resources, the advantage of the discretization methods and subgrid structures should be evaluated under that certain area threshold. A more robust (or less sensitive) subgrid structure cannot ensure a better performance in a given area threshold. For example, in the Figure 8c and 8f, the standard deviations in subgrid structures size are lower for geo-located structure than non-geo-located with 1% area threshold, and to the other thresholds, the situations are quite reverse.

Response:

We thank the reviewer for the comments. We agree with the reviewer that a less sensitive subgrid structure to threshold does not ensure better performance in a given area threshold. However, the purpose of the comparison in Figure 8 is only to show the sensitivity of the two types of subgrid structures (geo-locate and non-geo-located) to the values of area threshold; it is not intended to compare the performance of the two methods. The performance of the subgrid
structures in capturing topographic heterogeneity and climate and vegetation variabilities are evaluated using the results shown in Figures 4, 5, 6, 10, 11 and 12.

Regarding the area threshold, the geo-located subgrid units discretize the study domain into geographically contiguous units, while the non-geo-located subgrid units divide the area into geographically non-contiguous subgrid units. This means, before applying area threshold values to merge the units with values of percentage area less than the threshold, for a given study domain, the following relationship always holds true:

$$\text{numGeo} \geq \text{numNonGeo}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where, numGeo and numNonGeo are the number of geo-located and non-geo-located subgrid units, respectively. However, this may not be true after area threshold values are applied to merge the smaller subgrid units with the neighboring larger units. Compared to the geo-located subgrid units, the non-geo-located subgrid units tend to have a smaller number of units with size less than the area threshold values because many small subgrid units that are not spatially contiguous but with the same topographic characteristics are grouped into one subgrid unit and their combined area tends to become larger than the area threshold value. Thus, for a given area threshold, more subgrid units are merged with the neighboring units in the geo-located type than those of the non-geo-located subgrid units. Therefore, as the value of area threshold increases, the number of geo-located subgrid units can be less than the number of non-geo-located subgrid units for a given study domain. Please see the example watersheds provided in our response to comment #3 for more clarification.

2. Also, using the standard deviations in subgrid structure size to judge the performance of the Local and Global methods seems not reasonable (Figure 9). When applying Local method to discrete the subbasin, the size factor is implicitly included by dividing RA into several quasi-equal parts. However in the Global method, the size factor is not considered. So it is natural that the standard deviation in subgrid structure size of Local method is lower than Global method. Moreover, the standard deviation in subgrid structure size is also not directly linked to the performance of each method or structure. It is better to define other criteria to judge the performance for each option or at least remove this unfair comparison from the manuscript.

Response:

We thank the reviewer for the comment. We agree that the performance of the methods (Global and Local) is not linked with the standard deviation in subgrid structure size. Similar to Figure 8, the results in Figure 9 only aim to compare the sensitivity of the non-geo-located subgrid units to the values of area threshold when derived using the Global and Local methods. Performance of the two methods (Global and Local) in capturing topographic, climatic and vegetation heterogeneity are evaluated in Figures 10, 11 and 12. The results in Figure 9 clearly show that the non-geo-located subgrid structures from the Local method are less sensitive to the values of
area threshold as compared to those of the Global method. We also agree with the reviewer’s comment that, taking advantage of the hypsometric analysis, the Local method divides the subbasin into quasi-equal parts resulting in non-geo-located subgrid structures that are less sensitive to the values of area threshold.

In the revised manuscript, we will clarify the purpose of the results compared in Figures 8 and 9 as elaborated above.

3. *When we compare two methods or two structures for subgrid for subgrid scheme, the performance of each option under same computational task (number of subgrid structures) is expected, while an appropriate area threshold is pre-prescribed. In this study, there is no such comparison. Therefore, I think at least the author should find a threshold at which the two methods (or subgrid structures) share the same number of subgrid structures, and do the comparison (for the standard deviation in elevation, precipitation and temperature in this study) under this area threshold. From the Figure 8a, 8d and Figure 9a, I do believe such area threshold exists. However, to the Figure 8a, it is also very curious that why the number of subgrid structures in non-geo-located structures can be more than it in the geo-located structures when area threshold is set to 4% and 5%. Intuitively, the number of SUs in non-geo-located structure should be always fewer because different subgrid structures (but the same elevation characteristics) in geo-located structure are combined to a same subgrid structures in the non-geo-located. The author should explain clearly about this abnormal effect.*

**Response:**

We thank the reviewer for the constructive comment. The comment can be divided into two parts. First, the reviewer suggests finding a threshold value that gives the same number of subgrid structures in both methods to repeat the comparison of the performance of the two methods at that threshold. Although this is doable, we think that the comparison is already in the manuscript. Figure 9a shows that the area threshold value resulting in the same number of non-geo-located subgrid units from the two methods (Global and Local) lies between 1% and 2%. Figure 10, on the other hand compares the non-geo-located subgrid units from the two methods across different values of area threshold (1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%) for their capability to capture topographic heterogeneity. The result for the area threshold value resulting in the same number of subgrid units in both methods is implicitly included in Figure 10 between area threshold values of 1% and 2%. Therefore, we think the first part of the reviewer’s comment has been already addressed in the manuscript and we will add some discussions for such a comparison.

The second part of the comment is the concern why the number of non-geo-located becomes greater than that of the geo-located at thresholds of 4 and 5 percent. Since this comment is similar to comment #1, the reasons are described in our response to comment #1. However, for
more clarification, the condition is demonstrated using one example subbasin from the study domain, as described below

To clarify why the number of non-geo-located subgrid units becomes greater than the number of the geo-located subunits as we increase the values of area threshold, we derived geo-located and non-geo-located subgrid units for one of the subbasins selected to represent extreme classes of elevation ranges in Figure 1 in the manuscript. The figure below shows the subbasin discretized into geo-located (left) and non-geo-located (right) subgrid units using area threshold of 1%. The colors represent the identification numbers of the units; thus, areas of the same color in the non-geo-located subgrid units belong to the same unit. In this example, the Global method was applied for six values of area threshold (1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, and 6%) to discretize the subbasin into both geo-located and non-geo-located SUs. The numbers of subgrid units are then compared before and after applying values of area threshold. Note that area threshold values are used to merge all units less than the threshold to the neighboring larger units.

As shown in the results below, the number of geo-located subgrid units is greater than those of the non-geo-located units before applying the area threshold values. However, after using the area threshold values to merge all the small subgrid units with their neighboring larger units, the number of the geo-located subgrid units decreases with increasing threshold faster than those of the non-geo-located subgrid units. As explained in our response to comment #1, geo-located subgrid type tends to have more subgrid units with size smaller than the threshold than those of the non-geo-located type, resulting in more subgrid units being merged as the threshold values increase.

![Figure 1](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>No of initial SUs</th>
<th>No of final SUs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geo-located</td>
<td>Non-geo-located</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1**: Comparison of the number of geo-located and non-geo-located subgrid units derived using the Global method across different values of area threshold.
Specific comments:

1. L144 – 146: the model code (Table1 and Table2) should be moved to the supplementary material, and instead give a brief description about the procedure of what this code expresses in the manuscript.

Response:

We thank the reviewer for the suggestion. In the revised manuscript, Tables 1 & 2 will be moved to the supplementary material and the manuscript will be updated with the description of the procedures used in the code.

2. L165 – 179: Please add another member that using Global method, geo-located structure and including the topographic slope in these comparisons to show that how the performance of Global method can be improved when the slope effect is considered.

Response:

We thank the reviewer for the constructive suggestion. Subsection 3.5 of the manuscript aims to evaluate the two methods (Global and Local) using geo-located subgrid structures derived based on elevation classification only. We agree with the reviewer on the importance of showing how the performance of the Global method can be improved when slope effect is considered. However, to keep the story smooth and the manuscript concise, we think such comparison should be placed in the supplementary materials.

In the revised manuscript, we will include the figure shown below in the supplementary material, which compares the number of geo-located subgrid units per subbasin derived using the Global method based on combination of topographic elevation and slope against the average slope of the subbasins to show how the Global method performs when effect of slope is considered. The result and discussion section will also be updated to discuss the comparison.
Figure 2: Number of geo-located subgrid units per subbasin from the Global method based on the combination of topographic elevation and slope at area threshold value of 1% compared against values of average slope of the subbasins.

3. L195: The title is not appropriate. NO Land surface processes were shown here, only precipitation and temperature.

Response:

We thank the reviewer for the comment. The title will be changed to “Exploring New Topography-based Subgrid Spatial Structures to improve representation of land surface processes in land surface models”.

4. L195 – 211: Some important information missing here. How do the authors interpolate the precipitation (or temperature) from subbasin-level to subunits-level, or how can we get the Figure 14b from 14a? Much more detail information about proceeding method should be added.
Response:

The PRISM climate dataset has a spatial resolution of 800m. Both precipitation and temperature values for each subbasin/subgrid unit are computed as the average of the corresponding values from all the source PRISM grids that intersect with the subbasin/subgrid unit.

In the revised manuscript, more detailed description of the mapping approach will be included.

5. L195-211: I think beside results from the option of Local method and non-geo-located structures, results from other options (Local method and geo-located sturctures, Global method and non-geo-located structure, Global method and geo-located structures) are also expected to be displayed in Table 3, Figure 13, and Figure 14.

Response:

We thank the reviewer for the comment. The manuscript has been designed to evaluate the two methods (Global and Local) and two types of subgrid structures (geo-located and non-geo-located) in a more orderly manner. For this purpose, first the two methods (Global and Local) are compared using the geo-located subgrid units for their capability to capture topographic heterogeneity and to demonstrate the benefits of using hypsometric analysis in the Local method in capturing variability of topographic slope implicitly (Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7). The geo-located subgrid structures are then compared against the non-geo-located (Figure 8). The two methods are then compared for their sensitivity to the values of area threshold (Figure 9). Furthermore, the two methods (Global and Local) are compared using the non-geo-located subgrid structures for their capability to capture topographic, climate and vegetation heterogeneity (Figures 10, 11, and 12). Finally, the method and subgrid structure type with more pronounced advantages are compared against the subbasin-based representation to evaluate potential improvements of the new subgrid structures (Figures 13 and 14). We think including the results from Local method and geo-located, Global method and non-geo-located subgrid structure, and Global method and geo-located subgrid structure would make the manuscript too long. To address the reviewer’s comments without making the manuscript too long, in the revised manuscript, table 3 will be extended with results from Global and non-geo-located subgrid structures, and maps similar to Figures 13 and 14 for the non-geo-located subgrid structures from the Global method will be included in the supplementary materials.

6. L195 – 211: Please add spatial distribution for NDVI as it does to the precipitation in Figure 13. Also, the statistics about NDVI should be added in Table 3.

Response:

We thank the reviewer for the comment. Since statistical metrics are generally more informative than maps, to address the reviewer’s comments without making the paper too long, we will include a separate table (table 4) in the revised manuscript with the following comparisons.
• Results from Global and non-geo-located subgrid structures.
• Results from the Local method and non-geo-located subgrid structures.
• Results from the subbasin-based representation.

7. *Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9: These bar plots are not clearly displayed. Please redraw figures to make them discernible enough.*

**Response:**

We thank the reviewer for the comment. In the revised manuscript, the figures will be updated as recommended to improve the quality of the figures.